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him and give him everlasting life.
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with the love of your Heavenly Father as you travel with
Victor as he follows Jesus Christ and is empowered by the
Holy Spirit.
Jan Ausdemore
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The Victor
Port of Alexandria
The first siren blared.
Hurry, I thought. The minutes felt like hours and we were
already three hours late. Hurry! A Muslim couple ahead of
me struggled with their load of suitcases and boxes. They
had about seven bags and I only had one. I was ready to
go.
The day was breezy and the air smelled like fresh rain as,
just the day before, showers washed through the port of
Alexandria. Approaching the boat, the smell of salt water
mixed with oil from nearby refineries overshadowed the
pleasant scent and suddenly I felt nauseated yet I didn’t
mind one bit. I wanted to run up the ramp but I had to wait
as hundreds of people were trying to board the ship ahead of
me.
The second siren rang.
When I finally boarded the ship “Misr”, meaning “Egypt”, I
was relieved to have made it past the secret police on the
ground but I was also very aware that we were not in
international waters yet. I was running away. I was on a
journey to America, a fugitive from my own land. Would they
come after me? I had heard stories of others running away
and the secret police capturing them and placing them in jail,
or worse, concentration camps.
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When I paid for my ticket at the port, I was told it would take
three days to sail to Beirut, Lebanon from Alexandria, Egypt.
It should only be a one day trip, I thought, and I only had two
Egyptian pounds left.
On board, a crew member told me we would not be able to
sail direct to Beirut, which would have been northeast, but for
safety reasons, our course would be northwest, then east
toward Beirut. I did not need to be reminded of the wars
raging between Egypt and Israel. It all made sense, we had
to get past the shore of Israel safely.
I stood watching passengers waving goodbye and the cargo
ships moving slowly out of our way.
No one was there to say goodbye to me.
The third siren sounded and the boat finally lurched away
from the port. This siren triggered a flood of memories. I
was really leaving Egypt and the wars, poverty, lack and
loneliness it had shown me.
To this day I can still hear the war sirens sounding and the
bombs falling, like they did during the 1953 War. I was only
four years old when the Revolution erupted, overthrowing
King Farouk, who had been appointed by the British, and
initiating the Republic of Egypt with President Nagib.
I had helped my father paint the windows blue so the enemy
planes could not see our lights shining and we had to stay
indoors all the time. I remembered, just three years later,
when President Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal and the
fear that tore through my town as Britain, France and Israel
fought him for control.
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At 18 I lost my entire generation. I had been drafted to serve
in the 1967 Six Day War but did not pass the medical test. I
was one inch too short.
One inch saved my life but not the lives of my classmates
and friends. Only Nabil, my best friend, was left and he too
was leaving Egypt. He was headed to Australia where
friends awaited him.
The waves were getting wider and stronger as we moved
into deeper waters. After a while, a crew member pointed in
the distance and I understood we were passing Israel’s
shores. I hoped we wouldn’t get shot at.
My uncle had loaned me eight pounds in secret, knowing
that I would use it to leave him, my family and Egypt, never
to return. Only he and Nabil knew of my plans and I liked it
that way. I didn’t want anyone to stop me. My uncle also
knew that since I was a young boy, I had dreams of going to
America and getting rich. Now I was 19 years old and it was
time to get started.
I would have headed straight for America but I didn’t have
enough money for that ticket, or the education to get me
there. I had only passed high school so I decided to head to
Lebanon and go from there. I had heard Lebanon was a
friendly country and I hoped they would welcome me.
The ship rocked violently as the wind blew against its
forward motion. I started to get concerned, would God kill me
for running away like He did Jonah in the Bible? Was God
going to punish me for leaving my family and wanting more
than what I found in Fayoum, Egypt, my home town?
Words of a church elder kept running through my head, “Be
grateful for what you have. Do not make God angry.”
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Would God really kill all these passengers just to get to me?
Wait. God didn’t kill Jonah! I needed to go read that story
again. At that moment I felt a pang of homesickness. If my
father were here, I thought, he could tell me that story. He
knew them all.
As a pastor in Fayoum, my father had always encouraged
me, his eldest son, saying, “Do not worry, my son. Do not
listen to everything you hear. The time will come when you
will understand. Pray that God will give you inner peace.”
I did pray but I still struggled to know the difference between
what was biblical and what was cultural.
The ship pushed forcefully through the waves and I felt
empowered with every lurch…like the ship was paving the
way for a new beginning. My new beginning. I did not know
what this future would hold, but it must be good. I was
determined to make it good.

Leaving Egypt
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Breakfast with Mohammed and Lila
I tried to get comfortable on the deck as the back and forth
motion of the ship rocked me to sleep. It had been a long
day.
I stuck my small bag, holding all my earthly
possessions, under my head and fell fast asleep.
My sleep was troubled that first night onboard Misr, as
troubled as the waves that tossed us to and fro. I kept
waking up abruptly and I think it was the nightmarish dreams
that broke my slumber and not the stormy winds.
I dreamt I was running away, far away from the Fayoum I
had known. I saw my sisters, my brothers, my mother and
father weeping in the doorway as I ran down our street with
just a bundle of bread in hand. It seemed I had only four
pounds in my pocket, not even enough to buy much more
bread, and I was scared. What would become of me...where
would I find work…where would I find the money to receive
an education…my mind raced.
Next I dreamt in scenes. I saw the faces of each and every
man I had worked for in Egypt and it seemed they were all
looking down on me in consternation. The factory foreman
didn’t like how I prepared his tea, the accountant thought I
made a mistake on the ledger and the bank manager said I
was late to work and irresponsible.
I awoke in a sweat...it seemed that every nightmare was a
dark interpretation of what my subconscious struggled with
when I was awake.
Finally daybreak came and I fumbled to clear my head,
damp, wet and hungry. Thankful for a new day, I spotted the
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Muslim couple I boarded with heading to the meal room and
I hurried over to join them.
I introduced myself in line for breakfast and quickly became
friends with Mohammed and Lila. As we found a table near
the door, we were all laughing under our breath. At the door
of the cafeteria, the kitchen manager asked if we were
fasting.
It was the month of Ramadan when Muslims fast, only to
break their fast at sunset. I answered honestly, “No, I am a
Christian.” He let me in. The Muslim couple behind me said
the same. It looked like we were all hungry that morning!
We did the same routine for lunch, but for dinner, I had to
“become Muslim”…at least Muslim enough to enjoy a hot
meal!
When all three of us showed up in line for breakfast again
the next morning, the kitchen manager seemed confused.
He asked, “Okay, are you Muslim or Christian?”
We laughed and answered, “We are hungry!”
He laughed with us.
This was the first time I remember having fun, in my life.
During the next few days I spoke with this newlywed couple.
They had just graduated from medical school in Egypt and
were doctors, headed to America. I shared my story and
vision with them. They listened intently and assured me that
I too would make it to America one day.
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Not only did Mohammed and Lila provide companionship
during our three-day journey together, they also provided me
a source of legitimacy for my new thoughts and a sounding
board to bounce these thoughts off of.
Over lunch, the second day, I opened up to Mohammed and
Lila about my family. They had asked me about my parents
upon our initial meeting yet I didn’t feel comfortable sharing
at that time.
Over vegetables, beans and rice, I told Mohammed and Lila
everything. The interesting part of it all was that through our
long conversation, my head seemed to clear a little and I
saw things from a brighter perspective.
I shared with Mohammed and Lila what it was like being
brought up in a poor family, the eldest son of a Christian
pastor, what it was like being mocked for my beliefs at the
public schools I attended and how humiliated I felt being
seen as a beggar by my neighbors.
I also found myself telling Mohammed and Lila about how
my parents prayed for me. They never stopped praying for
my safety, peace and success. They prayed that God would
bless me and keep me, make His face shine upon me and
give me peace.
As that familiar prayer came out of my mouth over the
cleared lunch table, a peace washed over me and I had a
newfound sense that everything would be all right.
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God in the Chapel
“Why did you come here? Where are your papers? You
don’t have a degree or a certificate. You don’t have any
money and you can’t even speak English! Get out of here!”
shouted an American Embassy clerk in Cairo only months
before as I left his office without the passport or the visa I
had gone in for.
Leaving the Embassy that day I made a set determination
that no matter what I had to do, I would get out of
Egypt…and soon.
It was now the fall of 1968 and as I sat in the director’s office
at the Middle East Theological Seminary in Beirut, Lebanon,
I was thankful that I finally made it out of Egypt and
remembering that clerk’s words did not shame me. His
words incited me to get a degree, earn my certificate, and
show them that I would make it to America…one way or
another.
So, I decided to get an education.
Being that my father, Reverend Zaki Khalil, was a revered
pastor back in Fayoum, Egypt, I hoped that the connection
would be enough to get me enrolled in this seminary and
earn a degree…even if it was just a pastoral one.
Sure enough, the seminary director had heard of my father
and didn’t require a recommendation letter to admit me into
the college! And thank God, my father didn’t know where I
was, so I couldn’t ask him for that letter!
It would be three years till I received that pastoral degree
and every day was full of challenges. Many nights I would
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lay awake in my dorm room, hating what I had become.
Jealous, spiteful and prideful, I didn’t care about anybody
and I knew it. I had no emotion toward my family. I had left
them in Egypt crying and pleading for me to stay, yet I had
no remorse.
How could I be studying to be a pastor when I didn’t know
love and I didn’t like people? I was a hypocrite and I decided
to run away…again.
It was the middle of my first semester at the seminary, late
one afternoon, and I had my bag packed and my Bible in
hand.
As I exited the dormitory into the college courtyard I saw the
director walking straight toward me from across the lawn.
Perfect, I thought.
His determined gait and stern look concerned me and I knew
I had been caught red-handed. I was surprised to hear the
words that came out of his mouth, almost as if he could read
my mind.
“Young Victor, from the first day I met you, I knew you were
suffering from a fierce, inner struggle. I also know that the
Lord is with you today. He will never leave you and He will
not forsake you. He is preparing you for something great.
The Lord told me to adopt you into my family, Victor. Would
you be our son?”
His words surprised me but they did not move me.
Upon his encouragement though, I did unpack my bags and
slept in my dorm room again that night. But my sleep was
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troubled and I arose early the next morning and headed into
downtown Beirut.
I spent the whole day, not stopping to eat breakfast or lunch,
going door to door, business to business, asking for work.
No one would hire me.
Not even the trash man I passed as I returned to campus
that evening. I was hungry and dinner lured me back to the
school’s cafeteria.
After eating a full meal of lentils and rice, I felt a little better. I
decided to head to the chapel. I hoped to find privacy there
because I needed to clear my head. I knew the Lord had
closed all the doors for work that day and I needed to try and
find Him and speak with Him, “man to man”.
I found an empty room on the side of the chapel and quickly
slipped in and shut the door. I didn’t even bother turning on
the lights. I started speaking but I could not tell if my words
were a prayer, or simply a conversation with myself. I didn’t
know how to talk to the Lord.
“Please leave me alone. What do you want from me?”
Silence.
“Let me continue my life and be free. Why are you stopping
my progress? Just let me live. Stop bothering me. I will
never become a pastor as long as I live!”
A stillness seemed to envelop me in that little room. A
peaceful warmth like I had never felt before seemed to
descend from Heaven. All of a sudden I knew I was not
alone. I felt a weightiness that no one had ever told me
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about. Like a thick blanket was being wrapped around me,
not to suffocate me, but to give me comfort.
I took a deep breath and waited.
As I sat silent, in reverence to this Presence, almost audibly I
heard this voice…
“Victor, who told you that you are good enough to be a
pastor? You are not good enough to be anything. Who do
you think you are? You are nothing. You don’t deserve to
work for Me in the mission field. My servants must be
humble. You are arrogant and haughty. Victor, you are as
good as trash.”
I sat completely still, stunned. Was this the voice of the
Lord? Was He daring to challenge me? Is this the loving
God I had heard about all my life?
At first I was shocked. Then livid!
“Who are You to tell me I am not suitable?” I responded, “I
know all the prayers, I know all the hymns and I know almost
all the Bible verses. I was brought up in church and if I want
to be a pastor, I will become a pastor. Without Your help or
anyone else’s!”
This conversation was like fire set to a straw pile. It was so
strange.
“I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go; I
will guide you with My eye,” resounded that Voice into my
heart.
These words almost seemed to echo yet the room was quiet.
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I had heard these words once before...
Was the Lord really speaking to me like this? Was this His
way of guiding me in the right path?
I realized years later that the Lord had used the very
stubbornness of my heart to cause me to run in the right
direction, toward His call for my life.
He changed the very evil of my heart into a virtue that has
carried me through many years of life and service for Him.
He turned my stubbornness into His determination.
That night in the darkened chapel room was the true
beginning of my life. It was the defining point of my spiritual
transformation.
Over the next few months and years, the internal struggle I
had known gradually melted away. I enjoyed many more
conversations with the Lord and felt His Spirit flowing inside
me and overwhelming me with His peace and love. I felt
cleansed, in a literal sense, of years of anger and rage, hate
and animosity.
I even found it in my heart to write a letter to my father back
in Egypt, and let him know where I was and what I was
doing. My family didn’t have a phone and it took three
months to hear back from him, yet when I opened his letter, I
breathed a deep sigh of relief.
His letter simply read, “Victor, be careful. Now I can see that
you have been called to the ministry.”
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I felt then, for the first time, that I had obtained my father’s
approval.
My father’s approval meant so much to me. You see, my
father was a man of honor and he carried much weight in the
spirit.
In December of 1967, the president at the time had lost the
war against Israel so he blamed the Egyptian Christians for
treason. He claimed that the country’s believers had leaked
information to Israel which allowed them to defeat the
Egyptians armies.
The president was planning to arrest and kill the Christian
leaders at Christmas time and destroy their homes. My
childhood home had been marked with a black “X” mark.
We were on the hit list.
My father along with five other Egyptian leaders teamed
together and commanded in prayer that the plan be thwarted
before the Christmas holiday. Within 24 hours, the president
was dead and his plan was canceled.
The healing and revelation continued as I discovered I no
longer hated Egypt and all of Africa. I even told the Lord I
would go back to Africa and be His servant there if He asked
me.
Even if it took many more years of training and schooling, I
was determined to be ready for His assignments.
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Back to Egypt
My first assignment came quicker than I thought.
It was nearing the summer of 1970 and the seminary’s dean
of students called me into his office. I was a second year
student at the time and getting ready to enroll in summer
classes but the dean had apparently met with the school’s
director and they had made other plans for me.
As I sat in the oversized chair across from the dean he
smiled warmly and asked me how I was doing.
I let him know I was doing well and that I was really enjoying
my time at the school, and that I felt I was making progress.
By the manner of his invitation to meet that day, I thought he
was going to offer me a paid position for the summer and I
was ready to take it. I needed the money and felt ready for
this promotion.
“Well, Victor,” the dean said, “The director and I have been
talking about you and praying for you. We want you to know
that we see great progress in you too, in your studies, your
grades and in your heart.”
I was elated.
He went on, “We have just received an invitation for one of
our students to be a part of a summer internship program
back in Assiout, Egypt. It will be working with the Lillian
Thrasher orphanage there and we think you are the perfect
fit!”
My elation quickly turned to panic.
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No way was I going back to Egypt! I had just escaped only
two years before. I am not ready for this! Why Egypt of all
places? Why me?
I tried to pull myself together quickly as the dean sat staring
at me in silence.
Just as quickly as my thoughts began, I heard God’s Spirit
overshadow my inner struggle: “Victor, it will be all right.
Just wait. I am in this. I am taking you back to Egypt. You
will not get stuck there. I will surely bring you back. It will be
all right.”
As these words brought comfort to my heart, I looked up at
the dean and mustered, “Yes, I will go.”
“Great, Victor!” responded the dean. “We will see that you
have all you need for the journey. You leave Wednesday
morning.”
I left his office that day with a heavy heart. I didn’t think it
was a good idea to go back to Egypt so soon. I didn’t know
what I would do with the orphans for three months and I
especially didn’t feel ready to see my family.
But God dealt graciously with me as I prepared to go back to
Egypt. He reminded me of my commitment to Him just days
before. My commitment that said I would go back to Africa if
He asked, that I would love Egypt as He did, that I would be
ready for His assignments when He called.
My heart was further comforted by the fact that I had made
good contact with my father, and I believed that he would be
happy to see me.
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God’s Assignments
Three months later, as God promised, I was back, safe and
sound in Beirut, ready for my next semester in seminary.
God had fulfilled all His promises to me and the summer
back in Egypt proved to be fruitful and less painful that I had
imagined.
I was able to see my family for three days and they
welcomed me with open arms, as did the hundreds of
orphans at Lillian Trasher’s orphanage where I spent the
following three months.
As the new semester began, that fall of 1970, so did the civil
war in Jordan. During, “Black September”, as they called it,
King Hussein of Jordan moved to reinstate his monarchy’s
power over the country and subdue Palestinian’s local
power. Lebanon felt the repercussions of this ten-month war
as many of the Palestinian fighters were driven into Southern
Lebanon to regroup. With an enlarged PLO presence now in
Lebanon, internal unrest grew and people were living in fear.
I somehow felt there was something I could do to help. One
day in late September, I asked for a meeting with the dean.
He accepted and I was grateful to catch up and give him a
report of my summer in Egypt but I really wanted to ask him
something that was burning in my heart.
My time at Lillian Trasher’s orphanage had taught me many
things. Most of those lessons were taught to me through
simple demonstrations by the orphans and widows who lived
and worked there.
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You see, Lillian Trasher, the orphanage’s founder, was a
young single woman from Florida who gave everything she
had to start the first orphanage in Egypt.
She had no food budget or clothing collection with which to
take care of all the children given her. Yet her children never
went hungry or unclothed, and to this day, the orphanage
has never had to turn an orphan or widow away.
Over the years, God always provided food and clothing,
sometimes even as the children sat and prayed together for
their next meal. The children I met were grateful for what
they had and they believed that by asking God for good
things, they would receive them.
My faith grew during my time with these children and as I
returned to school, I was ready to believe God for miracles. I
had seen what God could do in Egypt and I was ready to see
what He could do in Jordan.
So after sharing this with the dean, I ventured to tell him the
real reason I was sitting in his office that afternoon. I boldly
asked him to send me out with a team of students to the
streets of Jordan, immediately. I wanted to pray for people
in an effort to bring them peace and hope during the time of
war. The dean responded promptly by sending me out with
seven other students, along with a local pastor and
missionary.
We saw many people give their hearts to the Lord during
those days of street witnessing. And now, looking back, I
consider those early days as my first real experience with
evangelism. Seeing how responsive the Jordanians were to
our message of Jesus’ death and His gift of life gave me
courage to keep on sharing.
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Esther, Moneera and More
God continued to fill my days with lessons to be learned and
character to be discovered.
In addition to my new interest in street evangelism, I started
volunteering at a local radio ministry called the Monte Carlo,
where I was trained in radio delivery. It seems God had me
on a fast-track for personal growth during my time in
seminary. I was learning so much, not only from the class
work, but also through life experiences He continued to
coordinate.

Monte Carlo Radio

One divine encounter was meeting Esther, my New
Testament professor’s wife. Esther was American and had a
teaching gift, yet she was not able to teach at the seminary
because she was a woman. She was not inhibited by the
Middle Eastern traditions, though, as she knew the calling of
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God upon her life, so I became one of her “students” off
campus!
Little did I know, but Esther would become the first of many
“tutors” that God would surround me with, tutors who would
model how to live, in every sense of the word.
Esther took a liking to me quickly after we met at an afterschool prayer meeting and she ended up mentoring me for
the full three years of my pastoral education.
I would ride the bus over to her home after school where she
patiently taught me foundational principles through Bible
stories, including how to keep calm, say what was on my
heart, how to deal with negative emotions and how to control
my thought life.
She taught me music lessons to the point that I was able to
teach music to the students at seminary, and she
encouraged me to learn English with the help of the
American missionaries on campus, even as students made
fun of my progress and my music teaching skills.
Within one year of practicing English, I was able to read the
complete Gospel of John in English. As I continued to learn
Bible verses in English, I became more and more
comfortable with the new language. This was a feat for me,
because the idea of learning English had always loomed
over me like a terrifying monster.
It would be years before I realized just how much Esther
taught me during that time and just how much I had “heard”
when I didn’t seem to be listening.
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I will be forever grateful to her for the remarkable impact she
made on my life and ensuing ministry.
The most important lesson she instilled in me was how to be
self-confident and keep going, no matter what.
Next I met Moneera, a young classmate who was from Egypt
as well.
The first time I saw Moneera, I was embarrassed. Her face
was deformed and her body was scarred. I learned that
Moneera was a Muslim who had become a Christian and
that her brother had set her on fire, trying to kill her, but she
had escaped. She had been sent to Lebanon to study the
Bible and hide from her family.
She was looking for a friend, someone to share her heart
with and none of the other students wanted to get near her
as she was a former Muslim and her physical appearance
seemed to make them uncomfortable.
So when she started to talk to me, I showed some interest as
I wanted to know more about her story.
Only a month before meeting Moneera, a professor had
stopped me after class and asked me what I wanted to do
after graduation.
I answered quickly, “I want to be a missionary.”
“Do you cry for people?” was his odd response.
“No, I don’t cry at all,” I replied, “I’m a man!” As you can tell,
God was still working on my heart.
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“Pray,” he said, “that God will give you tears.”
When Moneera shared her story with me, I had tears.
Still, I was angry and couldn’t understand why she didn’t
keep her conversion to Christianity quiet.
She could have lived a normal life without the physical scars
and deformities. She could have even married. But now,
that dream seemed out of the question.
When I shared my thoughts with her, her simple response
crippled me, “Victor, you do not know what it means to love
Jesus.”
I was upset and couldn’t sleep. I struggled with so many
questions. Moneera was the first person God sent into my
life to really stir me up.
She turned my life upside down and in our times together,
she taught me how to witness to Muslims, how to meet their
needs and she taught me how to use the Qur'an to open
Muslims’ eyes to see Jesus.
She was my first real education in Islam and I found myself
studying the Bible and the Qur'an during my free time, to see
what the difference really was.
As I got to know Moneera, so often this old Middle East
proverb would run through my mind. I had heard it for years
growing up from older Christians referring to a Muslim
converting to another religion.
It went: “Can a leper change his skin; can a leopard change
his spots?”
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I had never thought to answer the question, but now I knew
the answer.
The answer was, “Yes.” Yes, but only with God’s power.
Moneera was a testimony of that change. Her skin would
remain spotted and scarred, but her heart had been changed
and made whole.
I think God must have a sense of humor, because after the
serious lessons learned from Moneera’s friendship, He then
used a humorous object lesson to temper me a bit more.
God used an American missionary to teach me the lesson of
“chilling out.” God must have known I would need it over the
next few years of ministry after graduation.
You see, I was in my second year of Bible school when I
decided I could handle my studies, mentorship with Esther
and fit in dating three girls, at the same time. I was
convinced they would not know about each other, nor would
the administration.
And it worked for months. But one day the news leaked. A
student reported to the dean that I had kissed one of them.
Now it was against all rules and the propriety of the culture to
date, period. But to kiss a girl was considered outrageous!
The Middle Eastern culture demanded that if this would
happen, the girl’s family would force the boy to marry her!
So, I admit that I was not smart in dating three girls at the
same time, but I also have to say, in my defense, that I was
not stupid!
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Knowing the consequences, I surely did not kiss any of
them, but after seeing how the situation was handled (from
an American point of view) I wished I had kissed one of
them!
I ended up getting off with no consequence but a token pat
on the back from an American missionary on campus and
the statement, “Finally, we found someone here in the
Middle East who is normal!”
Boy, did I look forward to the day when I too would realize all
the freedoms available in America.
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After Graduation

Graduation

The day after graduating from the Middle East Theological
Seminary I took a job working as an interim pastor at a local
Beirut church. I was ecstatic by this opportunity, and
amazed that I was offered such a prestigious position right
outside of graduation’s gates!
Little did I know, but I quickly found out, the “pastor” title was
really code for “janitor-guard”.
This unique job description included cleaning a rented
apartment-made-church on the second floor in a multi-use
building, and guarding the space against invaders.
The floor was my bed and I had one blanket to keep me
warm. The apartment had no hot water either.
When I met the treasurer of this small church, I was informed
that I would clean the church every Saturday night by
sweeping the floors and setting out the chairs because every
Sunday, Pastor Samuel, a pastor from another church would
come and minister.
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Needless to say, within the first hours on the job, the Lord
and I had some very strong words. I didn’t feel prepared in
any way for the reality of this new commitment nor was I
happy with the job title switch.
After only four days on duty, a man showed up at my
apartment door and forced a gun to my head. It was obvious
that this man was very angry with me as he threatened to kill
me if I did not leave the building immediately.
He kept mumbling something about wanting the church
space to expand the coffee shop downstairs and because I
would not leave the apartment, he beat me up and pushed
me down the stairs, leaving me more shocked than hurt.
I had never met a criminal before, or been assaulted like
that. The whole experience felt like I was playing a stuntman
in a short action film.
As news spread of the encounter, patrons of the downstairs
coffee shop came to my apartment and asked how I was and
even apologized for the encounter. I thought this was kind
but I was still confused. What was I doing here?
What made me even more befuddled was the church’s
response to the encounter. I thought for sure they would be
behind me, supporting me and willing to protect me as I
protected the church, but they were not. They gave me
some excuse, saying they had families to protect and they
were sorry. They charged me to “do as you wish” and left
me alone.
Exasperated and alone, I was very cautious when I heard a
knock at the door the very next day.
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I opened up the apartment door to see an old man standing
outside. He was a 70-ish shoemaker, a well-known Muslim
man, revered in the neighborhood and he had been
watching me.
His name was Abu Mosa.
Before I could say hello, he started in, “Since you first came
to the church we have had our eyes on you. I wanted to
know what type of a man you were and I wanted to know the
reason for you being here. We have discovered that you are
a well-mannered man, opposite what we had expected and
you are using this apartment for good, not bad. I want to
guarantee you my personal protection. If you need anything,
you can ask me and I will immediately supply it for you.”
I stood stunned as I understood very well what he was
saying.
In the Middle East it is vital to have a stated protector. In
Scripture, Job called it a “wallie” (or “cover” in English) when
he said, “I know that my Redeemer lives.”
Abou Mosa was promising to be my redeemer, my “wallie”,
my covering and I welcomed it readily.
Over the coming days some patrons of the downstairs coffee
shop would continue to come up and visit me, interested in
what I was doing and where I came from.
I enjoyed meeting them as I didn’t have much experience
interacting with people outside the church walls, and through
their visits I acquired some healthy social skills as my severe
naivety was being cured.
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My First Love, Carol
Yet the majority of the time working at the apartment church I
felt extremely lonely. An average day was spent sitting
alone. I had no friends at all and I would go three or four
days at a time without seeing or talking to anybody. The only
time the parishioners came by was for the three weekly
services: Sunday morning, Sunday evening and Wednesday
evening.
Then I met Carol. She was a young American missionary
nurse who came to be a guest soloist at one of our Sunday
services. She was told I could play the piano and asked me
to accompany her as she sang the song, “Not What I Wish to
Be, Nor Where I Wish to Go” for that day’s offering.
Of course I obliged and we soon became close friends. She
missed her family in the States and I was desperate for a
friend.
Within two months we were engaged to be married. We had
a plan to get married in Lebanon and make that our home. I
would continue ministering there and she would continue
working in the Lebanese hospitals, loving the people and
healing their wounds.
At 25 years old I had found my first love and my life up till
that point seemed to make sense. I had lived through wars,
poverty, loss and tears to meet Carol in Beirut. It all made
sense and I was a happy man.
Our engagement did not make sense to Carol’s local
denominational leader, also from America. When he found
out about our verbal engagement, he demanded that Carol
tell him everything and he threatened to send her back to
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America if she ever dared to marry an Arab man. She was
under such extreme pressure that she broke off our
engagement.
I never spoke to her missionary leader but many times I
wondered if he derailed God’s plan for our lives.
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The Apartment Church
One night I was so desperate to talk to somebody I went
outside and started to walk aimlessly.
A thought crossed my mind to stand in front of a high-speed
car and let it hit me. Then, at least, I would be carried to a
hospital and someone would talk with me there and ask me
how I was doing.
Thankfully, that thought passed as the Lord’s presence met
me and I allowed His comforting words to occupy my mind.
Not long after, I caught the flu.
The only money I made managing the church allowed me to
eat cheese and bread three times a day and I could afford
half of a chicken once a month.
I knew from my mother’s wisdom, that when you get the flu,
you eat chicken soup.
So I scrounged up all my monthly wages and bought the half
chicken and boiled it into a nice soup. Little did I know that
the chicken was contaminated and by drinking more and
more of the soup, I was further poisoning myself.
Thankfully, a woman in the church noticed a funny smell
wafting from my apartment kitchen when she attended our
Sunday service that week and identified the soup as the
culprit.
She was gracious enough to purchase medicine for me and
a fresh installment of bread and cheese. After a few days, I
was feeling better again.
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Eventually I found ways to occupy my time and eventually
God helped me forgive the man who advised Carol against
our marriage and release her to fulfill her destiny without me.
I tried to stay busy so I reached out to the community
through my coffee shop connections, trying to use my
musical skills for hire. I soon found out that church psalms
were not welcomed at local parties.
Then I tried starting a children’s choir with the children in our
small congregation and this proved to be a success.
Over time, I had an eight year old playing the flute with me
and a ten year old playing the piano while the other children
sang along. I felt it was time to approach Pastor Samuel and
ask him about organizing a big event where the family and
friends of these children could attend and hear our new
choir, The Voice of Triumph, sing and play.
The Voice of Triumph became the very first children’s choir
in Lebanon and not only did family and friends from our
church come, but unbelievers came to the event, too, and
they even showed up at our church services days after!
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The Voice of Triumph

Our church was growing and so were the opportunities for
our budding choir to sing. Churches began to invite The
Voice of Triumph to sing to their congregations and soon
those churches created choirs of their own.
Working together on these events, Pastor Samuel and I had
grown close. No longer was it him at the podium and me
with the broom, we were becoming colleagues and friends.
He even invited me to preach in the church now and then.
I was also able to make friends with a family who had
enlisted their five little girls in our children’s choir and I
became their personal tutor. In exchange for teaching the
girls what little I knew of English, I was invited to join the
family for a hot meal at their home every Friday night.
During this time I also enrolled in the American University of
Beirut (AUB) to further study the English language and I was
amazed at the favor of God when the enrollment counselor
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said I would receive a full scholarship because of my
pastoral degree that I earned from the Middle East
Theological Seminary! They were impressed that I had a
degree from this American Bible school in Beirut.
After working at the apartment church for two years -- one
year being a janitor and the following year, their worship
leader -- I got a call from the seminary I had graduated from.
They were looking for a manager in the Correspondence
office, the same office where I interned while enrolled as a
student.
For the next year, I juggled managing the Correspondence
office, studying to earn a dual degree in English Literature
and the English Language, broadcasting a weekly show with
the Beirut Monte Carlo radio station and leading worship at
the apartment church.
I was so grateful for the new changes in my life even though
I was very busy and only slept about four hours a night.
I was enjoying my life and using my gifts.
I was so appreciative to the Lord for these new opportunities
and I was grateful to the seminary as they gave me a nice
salary and a private room with central heat and a hot
shower. It was quite a step up from the apartment church
accommodations and I was able to save money for that trip
to America that I was working so hard toward.
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Lebanese Civil War
Little did I know when I accepted the job as manager for the
seminary Correspondence office that I would again find
myself as a building guard and protector.
The civil war had begun in Lebanon between the left-wing
Lebanese National Movement and the right-wing Phalange,
the national government that was losing control. Civilians
were in the line of fire and most of the foreign missionaries
and workers had evacuated by 1975.
It was a Monday morning when I decided to take a taxi
instead of walk to the Beirut Post Office to deliver the day’s
mail from the Correspondence office. I was in a hurry and
needed to get back to the office to finish up a few things
before we closed for the day.
I jumped in the back of a passing taxi and found a man
already sitting in the back seat against the opposite window.
No problem, I thought. I took the other window seat and off
we went.
No more than a block’s drive, we stopped again to pick up
another passenger. I didn’t mind but this man was a very
large man. With my bundle of mail and the three of us
crammed in the back seat, I knew it would be a tight
squeeze.
As was custom, I stepped out of the taxi to allow the large
man to take the middle seat, as he was the last to enter but
he would not have it. Instead he shoved me and my bundle
back in the taxi with a loud grunt and I was forced to sit in the
middle seat, squished and upset.
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How dare this man treat me this way just because I was
younger and smaller, I fumed. Yet something held my
tongue and I decided not to make an issue out of it.
Two more blocks down the street and we heard gunshots.
Driving closer, we saw what looked like a civil fight breaking
out on the sidewalk near the Post Office.
Fighting on the streets was expected and sporadic those
days yet one could never know exactly when or where it
would erupt. In Lebanon, when you hear gunshots it’s either
a wedding, a wake or a war.
With no time to think or duck, a bullet shot out from the
scuffle and penetrated the back window as we passed by.
The large man next to me had been hit. His body reacted
and he slumped over in the seat, dead.
Before I realized what had happened, I looked down and
saw a piece of his skull resting on my lap.
That bullet was for me. I should have died that day and I
would have if I had demanded that window seat. But God
was protecting me.
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Evacuation
I ended up being the last person to evacuate the seminary
campus. I felt a responsibility to keep working and protect
the campus, but really, I was not sure where to go.
The civil war had accelerated in my neighborhood and the
airport had been shut down. Even the road to the airport
had been closed for three months. The whole country was at
a standstill. I couldn’t go anywhere and I didn’t know what
would become of me. I had lived through six wars by this
time yet I wondered if I would make it through this one.
Not until the sound of machine guns intensified right outside
my office did I evacuate to my dorm room for refuge. For the
next three days I was alone and scared, holed up in my
room with only four loaves of bread to sustain me.
All I could do was huddle in the corner between my bed and
the desk and pray. Fear came over my body so strongly that
I was shivering even though it was over 100 degrees
Fahrenheit outside. I noticed a record on my desk that a
missionary had left and I played the one song over and over.
That song was “The Blood Will Never Lose Its Power”.
The blood that Jesus shed for me,
way back on Calvary;
the blood that gives me strength
from day to day,
it will never lose its power.
It reaches to the highest mountain,
it flows to the lowest valley;
the blood that gives me strength
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from day to day,
it will never lose its power.
It soothes my doubts and calms my fears,
and it dries all my tears;
the blood that gives me strength
from day to day,
it will never lose its power.
These words became a healing balm that soothed and
strengthened my soul. I read Psalm 91 out loud repeatedly.
On the third day of “camping out,” I noticed my bread was
running low and the gunfire was not stopping. When I looked
out of my bedroom window I could see dead bodies lying in
the street as cease fires were not being honored and the
smells coming through my window were atrocious.
I knew I needed to make a move quickly and I knew that
God would protect me. Being notified by radio that the
streets would be open for a short time, I decided to step out
of my room and see if I could make my plan work.
My plan was to get a taxi to take me to the British Embassy
in downtown Beirut, then go directly to the airport.
I had a friend in England that I had met at an American
church in Beirut who had extended an open invitation to
come stay with her family once I made it out of Lebanon.
As that was my only option, I was going to take it.
God’s angels were watching out for me that day and His
timing was perfect. The British Embassy office was open for
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only two hours and I was able to get in and out of there in
that time, with God’s favor and a visa.
I hailed down one more taxi and flew out of Lebanon that
day, never to return.
During the four-hour flight from Lebanon to England, my life
story flashed before my mind’s eye like a dramatic movie. My
mind also drifted to a story my theology professor at
seminary had told our class years before.
It was a story about a captured king that seemed to parallel
mine thus far.
Once upon a time there was a king who battled against a
country and defeated it, arresting its king and putting him in
jail. After a long time the victorious king called upon the
defeated king and offered him a strange challenge:
“I will bring you a full cup of water and you are required to
bring it to the throne on which I sit and you must do so
without spilling one drop of water. If you do this successfully I
will set you free, but if you fail I will cut off your head with this
sword. The executioner will walk behind you now to kill you
when you fail.”
The captured king accepted the challenge but the triumphant
king still wasn't satisfied. He called for a multitude of people
and divided them into two teams and placed them on either
side of the captured king. One of the teams encouraged the
captured king, while the other team mocked him.
Despite all of this, the captured king succeeded to bring the
cup of water to the throne without spilling one drop.
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The victorious king was so surprised, he asked the captured
king, “How was it possible that neither your encouragers nor
your mockers affected your performance?”
The king who was now a free king replied, "I did not care
what these people were doing or saying beside me. What I
cared about was the goal set in front of me. I kept focused
on the goal, looking at you alone and I was able to reach
your throne without spilling a single drop."
Flying away from Beirut that afternoon I was intensely
grateful for my life and the swift departure out of the war-torn
country. Plus, I was leaving Lebanon with $900 to my name
instead of the few Egyptian pounds I had entered with seven
years before.
I knew that if I was going to make it as a single young man,
small in stature but with many big dreams, I too had to be
strong in confidence and resolute in vision.
I had to stay focused like the captured king. I must rebuke
despair -- no matter what the cost, what the obstacle; no
matter what words were arrayed against me to hinder or
destroy me.
Before the plane landed in London that evening, I had made
up my mind that, with God’s help, I too, could make it all the
way to my freedom.
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Onward to England

Buckingham Palace Guard

I ended up staying in England for four years and found it to
be a beautiful, green, peaceful country. I needed the rest
after years of living in unstable countries, yet I found starting
over to be very humbling.
The first job I found in England was gardening, but thankfully
that only lasted for one month, as a position opened up at a
Christian printing press in Northwest London.
For the next year and a half I worked ten hours a day on my
feet, manually running the huge printing machines and
typesetters.
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With no car or transportation, I used the rest of my daily
energy to walk home every night. I would shower the ink off
my body and fall into bed, just to make sure I would have
enough strength to do the same thing again the next day.
Through this trying season I felt quite sure that God was
preparing me for something, so I kept going and didn’t quit.
My next job affirmed that fact as I applied for a job at the
Church Missionary Society, the Anglican Church’s
headquarter office, and I was hired on the spot.
They were looking for someone with accounting experience
and printing experience and I was able to pull together a
resume which listed them both. I listed my time at the
Egyptian bank when I was 20 years old to show I had
accounting experience and I listed the year and a half
working at the Christian printing press for the other.
Not only did my income rise with this new position, but my
confidence rose as well.
I was able to live in a beautiful apartment, buy food regularly
and I had enough energy to meet people after work. I found
many Arabs living around the West London church office
and I became known in the neighborhood as “Reverend
Victor Khalil.”
The church allowed me to start a coffee house in their
building and invite the local Muslims from Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait and Libya to enjoy coffee, tea and fellowship
together.
These community visits and fellowship times began what I
now see as my life’s call--ministering to the Arab people.
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God Weaves the Pieces Together
Not until looking back did I realize just how strategic this
season of my life was. God was beginning to weave the
parts and pieces, the travels and tears, together in a tangible
way, so I could begin to make sense of His handiwork and
plan through the past 29 years of my life.
And this season was not only the defining beginning of my
life call, but it was also the start of a budding movement as
God was beginning to reach out to the lost sons of Abraham
through His people. I recognized this at the time (yet it has
been a growing revelation since) and I was honored to be a
part of this worldwide, grassroots ministry to the Middle
Eastern community.
As my path became more defined, I began to see a theme in
this new ministry taking shape. It seemed I was to be in
media ministry to reach these people with the love of the
Lord.
Media and ministry -- both were of interest to me so every
door that opened I jumped into!
Not only was I now working at The Church Missionary
Society (CMS) sharpening my accounting and printing skills,
I also enrolled at the Waterloo College in London to study
radio and television production, feeling that I should continue
to hone these skills if God was going to use me in them.
This training paid off immediately as I was given the
opportunity to continue broadcasting a ministry program with
the London Monte Carlo radio station, as I had done with the
sister station in Beirut, and I was asked to be a translator at
a local hospital.
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As I ministered in the homes of Arabic people and prayed
with them in their hospital rooms, I immediately saw the need
for, yet lack of, Arabic Bibles and ministry material.
One night as I lay in bed, thanking God for these open doors
yet concerned about the growth of the new believers, I
sensed the Holy Spirit give me an idea: Why not read the
Bible in Arabic onto cassette tapes and distribute them for
free?
What a great idea, I thought, and the very next day I started
researching where to buy the tapes, how I would budget my
income to afford the tapes and how I was going to duplicate
the tapes to maximize their reach.
Again God met me and I was able to tape all of the New
Testament within six months. God began to move on hearts
of those who listened and their testimonies came back to me
of how encouraged and thankful these families were for the
valued materials they received.
As tapes were being distributed by hand and through the
mail, the radio program was taking my message of Christ’s
love out from London as far as Germany and Spain.
I was receiving invitations to minister in these countries and I
was able to travel there to record more songs and sermons.
God not only provided transportation for His words through
my mouth, He also provided me with my first form of physical
transportation!
I was 30 years old when I became the owner of a new mini
Morris car and I was so excited!
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While working at the Christian Missionary Society I was filling
in at the front desk one afternoon. I had never been asked
to do this before and, quite frankly, I never wanted to do it
before. I was actually disturbed to have to play secretary
when “more important” duties waited for me back at my desk
but I did it because my boss asked me to.
Within the first half hour of my time covering the front, a
couple from New Zealand walked in the door and asked me
if I knew any pastor in the building who needed a car.
I sat stunned as they asked my name and what I did there.
I let them know I was in accounting and worked with the
church’s magazine and that I ministered in the local
community.
They wanted to give me the car!
They explained they had just bought a brand new mini
Morris car in Italy and had driven it all over Europe on a
vacation tour. As they were heading home, though, they
realized they would have to pay more in taxes if they sold it
so they decided to give it away to a pastor and I was their
pick!
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Invitation to America
The next door that opened was in one of the most famous
banks in London. My salary again rose, this time tripled from
what I was making at the Church Missionary Society and I
continued to save money for my trip to America.
I ended up working at the bank for two full years and finding
so much favor with clients and management that I was
promoted to be a department manager.
One day I returned home from work to find an envelope
addressed to me, all the way from Hawaii, America. The
return address read, “Susanna Chantrit” and I could tell by
the stationary that it was something official.
I came to find out, Susanna Chantrit was the wife of an
ambassador and a Christian Jew, currently living in Hawaii.
She had somehow received my rough recording of a song I
wrote in Lebanon during seminary, called “The Lord is My
Shepherd.”
It seems that one of the professors from the Middle East
Theological Seminary had taken this cassette tape recording
with him when he evacuated Beirut.
Now, years later, the humble cassette had made its way into
Susanna’s hands and she had handwritten me an invitation,
asking me to join her for a week in Hawaii to minister there
and re-record my song, this time with her singing the lyrics in
Hebrew as I sang background in Arabic.
I cannot even describe to you how elated I was to receive
this invitation to go to America.
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And not just any state in America, but one that I heard was
the prettiest, most lush state in the Union! On top of that, the
ambassador couple was going to pay my way, fund the trip
and they were going to give me the opportunity to re-record
my song in a real studio!
I thought I had made it and gone to Heaven.
I had a wonderful week in Hawaii with Susanna and her
friends. I was welcomed with Hawaiian leis and treated to
the finest cuisine. Susanna and her church had scheduled
ministry on the beach for me and their team and they even
booked an evening for me to be interviewed on the Billy
Graham radio program!
It was at this radio interview that I met a man who would
provide direction for the next step of my journey. And as
good as my life was at that moment, there were more
adventures to be had.

Susanna and I on the beach of Hawaii
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Next Stop, Michigan
While recording at the Billy Graham studio, I noticed a
Middle Eastern man listening to the radio broadcast on the
other side of the booth’s window.
He seemed to be listening very intently and I sensed he
wanted to talk about something after the program wrapped
up.
Before Susanna and I left the building, he found me and
pulled me into the Green Room. He seemed almost frantic,
in an excited way, asking why I was here -- in America.
I told him as much as I knew and he cut me off, talking over
me, saying there was a pastor in Michigan looking for a
minister who would be willing to start an Arabic speaking
church in Flint.
Whether it was the interesting way this man delivered that
message or the Holy Spirit highlighting my next step (it was
probably both), I felt compelled to adjust my flight path back
to England to include a Michigan visit.
When I landed in Detroit, I knew I was home. I sensed a
peace from the Lord, and after interviewing with the pastor I
had been connected with, he immediately offered me a
pastoral position. I didn’t hesitate to accept it.
I flew back to England almost in shock and within one month
I was flying back to Detroit, and this time for good.
During that last month in London I used every minute to
prepare. I had to talk my boss at the bank into letting me go
as we had such good rapport by that time. I had to get
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approval for a visa with the American Embassy. I worked as
a temporary taxi driver (for some extra income) and I packed
my bags. I was ready to go!
When I left England in 1978, I had saved $7,000! What a
difference from the $900 I left Lebanon with and the few
Egyptians pounds I left Egypt with, now ten years later!
God had provided for me over the past ten years of
preparation and I was able to take with me not only money,
but a hard-earned pastoral ordination and a Bachelor of Arts
in both English Language and English Literature.
These experiences and the lessons learned would prove to
be a solid foundation for the next leg of my life journey into
America.
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Flint to Dearborn
When the American immigration officer said, “Welcome to
America” after stamping my visa, my ears heard him say,
“Welcome home.”
I was finally home and my heart felt fulfilled.
When I responded to his welcome and told him my plan to
start an Arabic church in Flint, Michigan, all he said was,
“Oh. You must be the first.”
I didn’t quite know what he meant by that, but was soon to
find out.
The dear pastor who offered me my first job in America
welcomed me at the Detroit airport along with his family and
key elders.
They drove me to my new home which was an apartment
above their church.
This apartment was fully furnished with a refrigerator stocked
with food, a television waiting to be turned on and a Pacer
car in the front yard. I could have fit my mini Morris car in
the trunk of this large Pacer!
My second day living in America, this head pastor took me to
the bank and surprised me by opening up a bank account in
my name and depositing $700 to get me started.
Not only were these Americans hospitable and over-the-top
giving, they were Americans with a real heart for Middle
Eastern people. Together we were going to start a church in
Flint, an hour outside of Detroit.
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Eight months in, I was happy and comfortable, but
concerned with our progress toward that goal. I found that
because the church building was so far away from the Arabic
speaking families, there seemed to be little interest in being
a part of this new church.
One afternoon, while brainstorming and praying in my
apartment, I received a call.
“Hello, my name is Pastor Brown. I have heard about you
and I want to come meet you,” said the gruff voice on the
other end.
Pastor Brown came to my Flint apartment the very next day
and I met this 6’2” husky man who could have been a retired
bouncer at any downtown Detroit club by his look, stance
and the tattoos that decorated his arms and neck.
As Pastor Brown stood in my doorway, he didn’t comment on
my look, so I didn’t comment on his. We simply got in his car
and he drove me to Dearborn.
There were few words shared on that hour long drive but I
got the gist. Pastor Brown wanted to know one thing and one
thing only.
“Boy,” he said, not even looking at me in the passenger seat.
“What in the world are you doing in Flint where there are only
35,000 Arabic-speaking people when you could be in
Dearborn where there are 350,000?”
Pastor Brown actually was a former bouncer who had found
Jesus and then started a church in Detroit. He had traveled
to Israel on a Holy Land tour where he ended up having
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Arabic coffee with some local Palestinians. It was then and
there that his heart for the Arab people started beating.
I didn’t know how to respond to Pastor Brown’s question
because I didn’t know those facts. I had been doing what
was put before me and doing the best I could.
When we entered Dearborn, Michigan, Pastor Brown didn’t
have to tell me we had arrived. I could tell by the graphic
display of Arabic insignia on all the billboards, street signs
and storefronts and by the Arabic prayers resounding from
positioned loudspeakers.
We drove under a sign that read, “Welcome to the Arabian
Village.”
I couldn’t believe what I was seeing, or hearing. The last
time I heard or saw such things was ten years prior - in
Egypt.
Was this allowed in America?

Arabian Village, Dearborn, Michigan
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Pastor Brown went on to educate me while driving down one
street after another.
“Victor,” he said, “This is the largest concentration of Middle
Eastern people outside of the Middle East and there is not a
single Arabic ministry or church here to speak of.”
I was listening but all I wanted to do was get out of there. I
had had enough.
My sleep was troubled that night. I could not sleep and I
heard a familiar voice whisper to me in the dark, “Victor, go
there. You will turn that city upside down.”
I didn’t know what that meant exactly but I felt reluctantly
sure that I was being told my next assignment.
Trying to convince the head pastor in Flint of God’s recent
call was another story. This persuasion proved to be more
difficult than convincing the London bank manager to release
me from my job eight months before.
This head pastor must have thought my discontent was a
financial one as he begged me not to leave, promising he
would raise my salary and give me whatever else I needed.
I assured him that my concern was not a financial one but
that I needed to pursue the plan God had laid out for me.
I tried to share the words I heard from God the night before
and even used statistics, saying there were 350,000
unsaved Arabs in Dearborn and over 150,000 Iraqis and
Chaldeans in the surrounding areas I would be reaching.
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Nothing seemed to get through. He countered that the
Detroit area was one of the most dangerous areas in
America; that it was full of gangs and had a high rate of theft,
murder and immorality.
I realized soon enough that he was right, but I couldn’t
refuse the call of God to keep moving forward. God had said
I would turn Dearborn “upside down” and I had to trust His
words. I knew that God was capable of protecting me and
He would keep me safe from the most dangerous gangs.
I collected my things and Pastor Brown was there with his
truck to help me move to Detroit to work in the neighboring
suburb of Dearborn.
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Lyon Street
When Pastor Brown and I arrived in Detroit, it was the middle
of the day. The city seemed opposite of what I had heard. It
seemed like a quiet, beautiful city, full of trees and flowers
and green open spaces.
It felt serene.
I had planned on using my savings from England to
purchase my first home in America and was overjoyed when
the realtor on Lyon Street said he would work with my
budget.
He asked me what I was looking for and by my description,
he said that type of real estate was running at least $9,000.
My heart sank. I explained to him that I did not know my way
around, that I needed help finding a place immediately and
that I only had $7,000 to my name.
“No problem Reverend, we will take care of you,” the realtor
assured me. Stepping away from his desk he made a quick
phone call to the owner of one of his properties and came
back with a huge smile on his face.
“Reverend Khalil, I found just what you are looking for. The
owner of a property on Lyon Street is willing to come down to
$7,000. Welcome home.”
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Lyon Street, Detroit

I was elated. It seemed God was providing and I shook his
hand vehemently. “You have a deal, sir,” I said.
Little did I know, but soon found out, Lyon Street marked the
infamous Detroit neighborhood where America’s worst gangs
lived and “moved”. I was living among them for months
before I realized that something was terribly wrong.
Neighbors would come to my door now and then asking me
what in the world I was doing living there. They would say
stuff like, “You seem like a nice guy” and “I wouldn’t live here
if I were you,” then they would walk away with a startled look
on their faces – every time.
When I started coming home in the evenings from
ministering in Dearborn and found things stolen and broken,
I started to pay more attention.
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You would have thought I would have noticed something
amiss when a group of drunken men hosted a raging party in
my front yard the second night I moved in, and would not
leave. After trying to sleep for a few hours I not only felt
threatened but I felt angry so I called the police.
The police answered the phone but when I gave them my
address they laughed, “Lyon Street? Uh, yeah…has anyone
been murdered?” I said, “No.” “Don’t worry, we will come
later.” Then they hung up. And they never came.
My time on Lyon Street marked many losses. First all the
glass on my house was smashed in and everything inside
was stolen. I thought buying a guard dog would help until
one day I came home to find someone had stolen the dog!
Another night I heard screaming and I could see through my
bedroom window my next door neighbor, a 70-year-old
widow, being held at gunpoint. I jumped out of the bed, half
asleep, ran to her front door, banging on it shouting, “Are
you okay?”
My ranting and raving must have scared off the intruders but
by that time they had accurately identified me and my home.
I had thwarted their plan, so the next day, they paid me a
visit and stole all my recording equipment I had been using
for my radio ministry.
When I went to the police station to report the vandalism, the
reality of the dangers around me became very clear and I
knew I needed to move out that very day.
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The policeman who filled out my report let me know my
home was worth only $1,000 and he had no idea how I had
lasted eight months in that neighborhood.
“We don’t even go over there unless someone is dead cause
we’ll get shot,” he told me.
Thankfully, I knew of a Jewish woman who needed to rent a
room and we decided to trade my gardening help for
compensated lodging.
I put up a “For Rent” sign before leaving the house that day
and within a week I received a call from an American woman
who had four children wanting to rent my house.
She said she didn’t have anywhere to live and agreed to pay
my monthly fee.
When their first month’s rent was due, I went over to collect
the money but found that this woman was a member of one
of the local gangs and had stolen everything in my house,
literally, including the doors and windows.
Exasperated, I went to the local authorities and let them
know I would donate the house to them for free. When they
found out the address, they too thanked me with a “no
thanks” and ushered me out the doors with, “Detroit has
enough donated houses right now. Thank you though.”
After learning that I would be held accountable for any illegal
actions done on my property, I put up a “For Sale” sign. I
was determined, with God’s help, to get rid of this house that
didn’t want to get rid of me.
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A few days after switching the sign from “For Rent” to “For
Sale”, an African American man called, offering to buy the
house and he didn’t even balk at my asking price of $4,000.
I was so happy to hear from him that I met him that very
afternoon at a local coffee shop, signed the selling contract
for him to register at the city and took his $200 deposit. After
finding out I was a local pastor, he buttered me up saying,
“Praise the Lord, Brother, I am a Christian too!” He assured
me that I would see the remaining $3,800 within the next
three weeks.
After a whole month came and went I decided to go to the
house and ask for the remainder of the money in person. I
needed this part of my life to come to a close and I also
really needed the money.
Before I could make the trip across town a letter came in the
mail, addressed to the “Homeowner on Lyon Street.”
In the envelope was a city bill for $4,000 from the City of
Detroit, claiming charges for “residential clean-up”. I had no
idea what this meant so I rushed over to speak with the
current owner, only to find the house on Lyon Street gone burned to the ground - with nothing but charcoaled walls left
standing.
The City of Detroit informed me that the house was still
registered in my name and that I had a bill to pay as the
current owner. I found out later that he had insured the
house and burned it down to collect the insurance money.
Needless to say, I left the city office that day devastated.
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Every penny of my savings from my time in Lebanon and
England had been burned to a crisp and I had been swindled
out of house and home again.
Marking my second year anniversary in America I sat across
from a specialized lawyer in Detroit, with Pastor Brown
beside me, signing papers and washing my hands of the
dreaded property on Lyon Street.
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Dearborn, Here I Come

I decided to be done with Detroit altogether and live where I
was ministering, so I moved what little I had left to Dearborn.
During the last year of trying to live in Detroit, I had been
commuting to Dearborn, busy at work doing grassroots
evangelism, using the radio to share the Good News as well
as basic door-to-door visits.
Quickly I realized that there were no established Christian
ministries in this heavily Muslim area and that any charitable
work was good work.
I did what I could, where I could, and found great peace
knowing I was where I was supposed to be.
Remembering what God said about my ministry turning the
city “upside down” helped keep my hope alive but the
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challenges did not stop once I moved to Dearborn. A new
tide of challenges began.
After just three months of committing to live in Dearborn, my
whole life turned upside down. I had just lost my house in
Detroit and then I lost my whole family of friends. I was
forced to start over…again.
I had been forewarned before moving to Dearborn by
seemingly well-intentioned ministers that I would never make
it in ministry there. They even gave me a three month limit,
saying the spiritual atmosphere was so intense that no
Christian ministry had been able to survive.
I have to admit, by this time I had reached a breaking point.
I felt that my two year investment toward Muslim ministry in
Michigan was nearing an end, as all the signs seemed to
point to moving on…meaning away.
Far away.
My contract with the radio station was to terminate in two
weeks and I had to record five more sermons to complete
my end of the deal. I decided that the last five messages
must be very powerful, straightforward, holding nothing back.
I abandoned all fears, as I planned to leave the state
immediately after the recordings anyway, and I determined
within myself to address every problem in every people
group I had encountered during my entire stay in Michigan.
And that’s exactly what I did.
My strong words did not go unnoticed.
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I received three death threats on my home answering
machine following the broadcasts and even had a
Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) member come to
the church I was ministering at and threaten to kill me .
Amidst the hateful messages, though, came a much
welcomed call.
Apparently the mayor of a classy suburb of Detroit had also
been listening to my radio programs and he asked me if I
would be willing to teach him the oud, the Middle Eastern
lute, that he had heard me play on the radio.
This phone call with the mayor was not the last and we
became close friends. He offered to let me live in his
massive home and later helped me to buy a home in a
middle class neighborhood. This new home doubled as a
church and when I met my wife four years later, he paid for
our wedding and honeymoon.
Needless to say, I did not leave Dearborn after the fifth radio
program broadcast. I ended up staying in Dearborn eight
more years establishing a healthy Christian ministry in this
“Arabian Village” of America.
God opened doors through these radio broadcasts to start
two churches, one in the home of a former adulteress and
another church with a former night club owner.
Within a year of the five “last” broadcasts, I was able to start
a local television ministry airing Christian programming
including a children’s puppet show, and establish
Evangelism Seminars and training programs for working with
Middle Eastern people.
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It was 1981 when I found out that I could have my own TV
show through Time Warner Cable’s public access station. I
was skeptical at first but found it to be true.
The public access station was a community channel that
gave free airtime to the public and also equipped me with
training classes and equipment to record a weekly Christian
program.
I had so much favor with the station that they let my weekly
show air daily and allowed me to start a children’s puppet
show too. God was growing the ministry and we had 22
people helping me produce these television shows.
Muslim leaders from local mosques began to call on me to
help them start their own public access television shows,
even inviting me to fellowship with them in their mosques
and homes as they wanted to thank me for teaching their
children how to obey their parents in our puppet show
broadcasts.
Through these budding relationships, I was able to introduce
these leaders to other believers who had a heart for the
Muslim people.
A local American church also saw our work and our need,
and offered to help in our efforts by buying us a printing
press and Arabic typewriter. I used my experience at the
London printing press to start publishing our own Arabic
Christian pamphlets and song books.
I also began working as a chaplain for the Federal Prison in
Milan, Michigan and became one of the hospital chaplains at
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the Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit and would pass out these
materials whenever possible.
One day I received a phone call from Ghassan, a Lebanese
ex-terrorist who was incarcerated at the time. He had
received one of our Arabic Bibles and wanted to meet with
me and learn more about Jesus.
I ended up meeting with Ghassan over the remainder of his
time behind bars and I watched his life transform and his
heart change.
Ghassan was a living testament of the power of God’s love
and the only way he knew to pay back the favor of his new
salvation was to return to Lebanon and share this Good
News with his loved ones there.
I warned Ghassan before he got out of jail that this decision
could cost him his life and he asked me point blank, “Pastor
Victor, can you guarantee that my entire family will go to
Heaven if I stay here in America?”
I could not make that guarantee.
Ghassan ended up returning to Lebanon after getting an
early release for good behavior and it was not more than a
year later that I heard from his father in Lebanon that
Ghassan had been killed for sharing his faith.
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Fruit in Dearborn
Within three years of my move to Dearborn, a small group of
believers and I were able to reach every family in Dearborn
with the Gospel of Jesus Christ by going door to door
passing out Arabic Bibles and other Christian publications.

Training Week, Dearborn

350,000 people had been reached within three years time
due to the perseverance and power of the Holy Spirit
working through human vessels!
And unlike past attempts to evangelize this area, none of our
team was ever attacked or refused.
During this time I was asked to coordinate the first Institute of
Islamic Studies at William Tyndale College in Detroit, and
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Youth With A Mission (YWAM) also heard about our Arabic
ministry and invited me to travel to their training centers in
Japan, Singapore, India, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Thailand
and other parts of Southeast Asia, training their students in
Muslim outreach.
In 1982, Ministries International (M.I.), our current ministry
umbrella, was established and registered as a nonprofit
organization and I was able to pioneer an independent
theological college in Detroit in 1984.
Fruit from the daily television programs took a bit longer to
realize. It was not until ten years after the first puppet show
aired, while attending an Evangelism Conference in
Colorado Springs, that I heard a testimony from three
convert Muslim youth that made it all worth it.
I was sitting in the back of the auditorium during an afternoon
session and my ears perked up when I heard my name from
the podium.
“We were all around 14 years old, living in Dearborn, when
we watched a Christian puppet show on television. It was
produced by a man named Khalil. Five years later we were
searching for inner peace and the picture of the puppets kept
coming to our heads. We found a Bible and God sent us a
man to answer our questions. We ended up having to leave
the Dearborn community when we were found to be
converts, but today we host a Bible study in our local shop.”
I sat astounded. After ten years of sowing I was able to
meet three precious young people who were impacted by
our simple cloth puppets with strings, preaching the powerful
love of Jesus Christ.
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Meeting Deborah

Married Deborah (Debbie) Russell, 1984

The eight years in Dearborn proved to be such a harvest
season as every door I passed seemed to swing open for
ministry. My personal relationships were also blessed as I
met my wife, Deborah, during that period living and
ministering in Michigan.
A Michigan native, Deborah was well educated. Deborah’s
father was an executive in the automobile industry and her
mother was a bank manager and horseback riding instructor.
My wife loved horseback riding, sailing with her father, and
had her Bachelor of Science in Microbiology and Public
Health. Since that time, she has been a scientist for twenty
years in the pharmaceutical industry.
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Deborah and I were introduced at an American church
service I ministered at near Detroit. I remember a tall,
beautiful brunette coming up to me after the service to ask a
question but I was not able to answer in depth at that time so
I quickly gave her my phone number and asked her to call
me later.
She did call and we had a nice conversation the following
week.
I didn’t think much about it until Deborah and some friends
arranged to meet at my office with more questions! I was
fine with that, and after answering many questions, we
turned to the Lord in prayer.
As I was praying, the Lord impressed upon my heart that
Deborah was the woman He had chosen for me to marry.
When I opened my eyes at the close of our prayer, I kept
that piece of information quiet. I needed to be sure of the
right time to share it and see if her heart felt the same.
I attended a meeting at her home group some weeks later.
After the service, I made my way up to her and told her
privately what had happened to me while we prayed in my
office. I then shared my desire to marry her.
I was so surprised when she told me that the Lord had told
her the same thing while we prayed together that day!
Talking her father into the deal was a bit more difficult.
In my first meeting with him, he let me know in no uncertain
terms that they were a well-off family, unlike my financial
standing, and that he thought I must be brainwashing his
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daughter for her to want to marry a man 13 years older and
in my position.
For quite some time after meeting her family, Deborah and I
prayed fervently over the phone, but did not meet in person.
We decided that we would not get married unless both her
parents agreed.
The Lord was at work on her father’s heart during those
months. Finally, after much prayer, he told Deborah that he
approved of our marriage and would be happy to walk her
down the aisle.
Her mother was hesitant at first, but she came to see the
hand of God on our lives and she has been a blessing to me.
Deborah and I were married on October 7, 1984 and my
mayor friend and our Dearborn congregations were there to
celebrate with us.
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Challenge and Change
In 1988, we were approached by two major supporters of our
ministry and advised to merge M.I. with another organization,
with the threat of losing our support if we did not.
We met several times but I did not have peace about their
plan and to my sorrow, the enemy came between us with
division.
Support was cut off and I was forced to release each branch
of our ministry (TV, radio, publications and the two churches)
to men and women who had been raised up for the task, and
saw that it was time to leave Michigan.
Although I sensed the enemy at work trying to steal my faith
and the fruit of our labor, I also sensed the Lord at work,
doing a new thing.
It was only two weeks after turning over the ministry that I
received a call from a colleague in California, notifying me of
an open teaching position at a Bible college in Orange
County.
The only requirement, though, was that I lived in California to
be considered for the job.
I didn’t know if the housing market in Michigan would comply
with my need to move to California, but I listed our house
anyway, thinking it would sell in a few months, Lord willing.
The very day I place the “For Sale” sign in our front yard our
elderly neighbor came over to say she would buy it!
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She told us she had been waiting for us to move so she
could buy it for her son and his wife. She was very
impressed with the cleanliness of the house and its character
as I had planted a small garden of roses around the house.
When I told her our selling price, she paid me the entire sum
in cash immediately without further discussion. She told me
that I had one week to move, also without further discussion.
I had no choice but to rent a U-Haul and quickly fill it with all
our belongings and hit the road.
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Onward to California
Deborah and I, with our two-year-old son, Jeffery, towed our
small car behind the U-Haul and we took six days to make
the cross-country trek.

Jeffrey, Born February 21, 1986

I had only been to Hawaii and Michigan and I drove across
the states in awe of the rolling plains in the Midwest, the
beautiful mountain expanse in Colorado and the desert
tundra of New Mexico and Arizona. I also found a new
appreciation for all the “diner” food we ate at the many
roadside restaurants.
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I arrived in Orange County with my family and possessions
with hopes of a new beginning, only to find the Bible college
had given the teaching position to another man.
Deborah and I had to decide quickly what to do next so we
took the following invitation that was extended to us.
Before leaving Michigan, I had received another phone call
from a man named Jamil who was living in El Cajon,
California.
Jamil and I had never met but he had heard of our ministry in
Michigan and knew I was heading to California. He called to
invite Deborah and me to San Diego, to help him start a
church there from the Bible study group that had been
meeting together.
Jamil let me know that his neighborhood, a suburb east of
San Diego, was home to 50,000 Arabic-speaking people,
mainly Iraqis.
Deborah and I were headed to San Diego.
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Country Living
Deborah and I purchased ten acres east of San Diego in the
high desert and found rest for our souls. I bought a rifle,
bought a tractor, dug a well and started a vegetable garden.
We were loving the tranquility of the mountainous region and
feeling rejuvenated by the quiet, clean air and pure water.
Never before had I experienced quiet country life and our
new dwelling place provided a needed haven as ministry
opportunities began to keep me very busy.
While I still felt called to media ministry, I didn’t waste any
time contacting San Diego’s public access channel, Cox
Cable. They were as open as I had found the public access
station to be in Michigan and allowed me to begin airing our
weekly ministry programs in Arabic and English.
The El Cajon Bible study group was growing and within four
months we were able to start a church. The El Cajon
Wesleyan church opened their doors and allowed us to use
their building for our meetings and at the same time, another
denomination asked me to assist them in establishing a
theological school in San Diego.
I was finishing up a Doctorate in Theology at the time as I felt
it necessary to have the credentials as well as God’s
anointing to continue to establish, pioneer, teach and ordain.
I didn’t want any door to be closed to me because of a lack
on my part to get needed training or education.
The next opportunity that came took advantage of my newly
earned Doctorate with the invitation to teach at the Defense
Language Institute (DLI) in Monterey, California.
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I was being invited to move up north and teach the Arabic
language to FBI agents and the US Military. I decided to
commute home to San Diego on the weekends and
accepted the job.
Working at DLI for three years, God gave me favor and
within a year’s time, I was promoted to GS-11 rank. I was
also able to write two supplement books for our department
that later became part of their curriculum.
In 1996, I resigned from the DLI with a nagging desire to get
back into full time ministry. I didn’t think it would be pastoring
a church this time, though. I needed to be in media ministry
full time and I felt a growing desire to invest in the younger
generation what others had invested in me.
I had made a pact with the Lord years before that whatever
the Lord taught me, I would teach others. And over the
years, the Lord had kept His part of the deal by assigning to
me the best teachers one could ask for.
With my heart’s desire defined and my petition before the
Lord, I was amazed at the next door that opened for me.
In 2000 I was asked to return to Egypt and help train young
believers in the areas I had been trained up in, mainly to
teach classes in media, computer, the English language, and
cake baking, of all things!
Let me explain.
You know the verse that says “God’s ways are higher than
our ways”?
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Teaching Egyptian women how to bake cakes was not my
way, but it was indeed God’s way.
God always seemed to keep me on my toes.
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Five Years to Egypt and Back
The next five years would look like six weeks in Egypt then
three weeks in America, back and forth, so I rented an
apartment in Alexandria and later in Cairo for my time spent
overseas.
While visiting a friend one evening in Alexandria, I wanted to
be a good guest and offer something towards the meal so I
bought a cake from a local pastry shop.
I paid for the cake and quickly realized by the steep price,
that this cake’s price was equal to one week’s salary of an
average working Egyptian!
With that realization a light bulb went off: Wouldn’t it be great
to teach young girls and widows to bake a cake even just
once a week to earn themselves a good living?
During this time, I also found it a challenge and joy to
smuggle training tools, including VHS tapes, computers and
hard drives into the country; all the time very aware of the
danger that getting caught could cost me – my life.
I had learned early on to rest in God’s supreme protection. In
1970 I had traveled to a Middle Eastern country and was
arrested at the border. After being interrogated for hours
because of my connection with an American ministry, I was
accused of espionage, with the penalty of death. My
passport was confiscated and my suitcase was taken from
me.
After the questioning ended, another officer came and asked
me what I was doing there. I told him the situation and he
asked if I knew the penalty for my charges. I said I did.
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He told me to wait where I was and he quickly returned with
my passport and my suitcase.
Without another word he ushered me to the main road and
hailed a taxi. “This boy is short,” he told the driver, “Stick him
under the seat and get him out of this country. Hurry.”
As the taxicab drove me away from the border post, I looked
back and the officer had vanished.
It took me some time to realize, but the Lord revealed to me
later that I had encountered an angel that day. And because
of my height, an inch less than five feet…again…saved my
life.
In 1971 I went back to that same country and after being
reported to the authorities, I was blacklisted and banned
from returning.
In 1982, I tried again, this time leading a Holy Land Tour to
Israel with a group from the United States. I needed to pass
through this country and had almost forgotten my prior
experiences there.
When I met with the country’s border agent this time, though,
he only advised to keep my passport clear of Israeli stamps if
I desired to continue traveling through Middle Eastern
countries.
I was amazed at the favor I encountered on this trip and I
found out later that the new computer technology used at the
border stations had, in essence, wiped out the old blacklists
and I was now a free man.
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So as I started traveling back and forth to Egypt in 2000, I
was confident of God’s protection and provision and I
decided to enjoy the journey.
One particular trip to Egypt during that 5-year period, I was
stopped by an Egyptian customs officer at the Cairo airport
about the Wal-Mart trunk tied with thick rope that I was
traveling with.
The customs officer must have thought I had a dead body in
it by the way he interrogated me for the next three hours.
I did not have a dead body in the trunk but I did have 150
VHS music ministry tapes that I felt led to pass out. When
they opened the trunk they reminded me that I could only
legally bring up to three VHS tapes into the country at a time.
They called their supervisor.
The supervisor repeated the same spiel about only being
allowed three tapes at most and as I had already heard that
line, I responded, “I am a musician, I have many fans in
Egypt. They are waiting for my tapes. Would you like one?”
“No!” he shouted angrily.
I didn’t back down. “Well, I have made it this far with the
tapes, so either you can take all the tapes or I can take all
the tapes. What do you want to do?”
The supervisor took me into his private office and looked me
square in the eyes, “Who are you? Tell me the truth, what
are you doing here? Who are those tapes for?”
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I looked at him and said, “I am a pastor, I live in America,
those tapes have Christian music on them to be distributed
to people here in Egypt.”
“You seem to be an honest man,” he replied. “I will let you go
this time, but promise to never do this again.”
I promised, but what I promised to do that day was never
bring exactly 150 VHS tapes into Egypt in a Wal-Mart trunk
tied with heavy rope.
I continued to smuggle other things.
Another time, I was stopped at the Cairo airport for bringing
in an extra heavy computer.
Knowing that I was allowed to bring one computer in at a
time, I bought an older computer from the Salvation Army
with a very beat up carry-on case. I took all the old parts out
of the computer and replaced them with the new parts of
three computers.
The customs officer didn’t know what to make of its heavy
weight and at the Cairo airport, at that time, they didn’t have
any way to turn the computer on to check it.
So I simply stated, “Oh, sir, it’s very old.”
I was finally released and able to furnish three different
ministries in Egypt with new computers for their media
ministry training.
Another trip, when I carried hard drives in a box, knowing I
was only allowed one drive at a time, I simply wrote on the
package, “To my Brother Muhammad, From Ali”.
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Being that my name was obviously a Christian name and
these names were obviously Muslim names, the customs
officer was led to believe I was a nice Christian man carrying
goods to my Muslim brothers in the country. This successful
smuggle even earned me an uncharacteristic smile from the
officer.
Within three trips I had smuggled about 20 computers into
the country.
Then I got arrested in Alexandria…I had hosted several
revival meetings and the meetings went so well (and so loud)
that some of the neighbors complained.
I was spotted by the police when I left the service that night
and they tried to take me by the arm saying, “Come with us,
sir.”
I knew the system and I knew what would happen if I was
thrown into the back of their truck.
I would be sent straight to jail, no contest, and who knows
what they would do to me after that.
I had to think quickly, “Do you know who I am?” I asked
them.
They were scared and let go of my arm. It was hard for them
to see me in the dark so I kept my confident tone saying,
“Who sent you here?”
They pointed to one of the officers standing a ways off.
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“I am an American and here is my passport,” I continued as I
opened up my passport.
One officer proceeded to step in front of me and apologized
as he took my arm forcefully, “I am sorry, sir, we are just
obeying orders. You must come with us to the station.”
I allowed him to take my arm but resisted going in the
direction of the truck.
“No,” I said, “I will go with you to the station, but not in that
truck. Get me a taxi and I promise to meet you there.”
I must have made him nervous and I too was very afraid.
Yet I had to play the game.
I knew that in the Middle East, it’s the one who shouts the
loudest who wins.
A taxi came and I was chaperoned to the station in their
police motorcade.
Ushered into the station, I was interrogated again.
Thankfully, they could not keep me at the station overnight
being that I was an American citizen.
They knew I could call on the American Embassy and this
could escalate further.
I overheard the police chief scolding the officer who had
initiated my capture saying, “What have you done here? Do
you really think I need more trouble? Couldn’t you have
picked someone else up tonight?”
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When they finally decided to release me, I decided to keep
up the bold demeanor so I demanded a taxi to take me back
to my hotel.
The police chief looked at me and rolled his eyes as if to say,
“You are asking too much,” but he approved my request and
a taxi came minutes later and escorted me back to my hotel,
for free.
Still shaking inside but grateful to be out of that predicament,
I called a pastor friend of mine who had been ministering
with me at that night’s meeting and asked if I could stay at
his home for the night. I did not feel safe staying where the
police could further track me.
I left that hotel in secret after quickly packing my bags and I
took a third taxi to the other side of town to stay with my
pastor friend.
By 2005 I had opened three media schools in Egypt and had
trained ladies to teach baking classes and next generation
leaders to speak English and use the computer. I was
exhausted by all the traveling and desperately needed to
rest.
I was also now on the secret police’s radar.
My last trip of that back-and-forth season proved to be an
eventful one and I took it as a sign from God to slow down.
Upon this “last” return to the states, the Cairo airport police
confiscated my passport and my ticket, demanding that I
come with them.
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I had been through this type of thing before so I followed
them into a back room. I kept telling them I would miss my
plane but they continued to assure me that I would not.
They assigned an armed guard to watch me and five
minutes before my flight lifted off, the armed guard took me
in his police car and escorted me directly to my plane, then
to my seat, finally giving me back my passport and my ticket.
I got the message.
I was not wanted in the country anymore.
So in 2005, I gratefully shelved the international travels and
decided to expand my media ministry in San Diego.
Over the five-year course of traveling back and forth
between Egypt and the United States, I had taken over 60
international flights.

Children’s Ministry in Egypt
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Education Continues
I decided to get more education and training in the media
arts so I enrolled in cinema classes in Hollywood and TV
production classes in San Diego.
As I learned more and more, I was given the opportunity to
saddle up next to satellite owners and help them run their
stations, and God connected me with an executive at
Paramount Studios who further mentored me in movie
making.
By allowing me to engineer five satellite stations and co-own
another, God has fulfilled the dreams of a little eight-year-old
boy, named Victor Khalil, who used to chase Egyptian
government vans through the city square carrying projectors
and propaganda films as they drove through Fayoum.
Recently God allowed me and my ministry partners to build
our own ministry satellite station that reaches 300 million
Arabic-speaking homes in the Middle East, Europe and
North America with 12 million of those homes in North
America, including the Caribbean Islands.
In addition to running this satellite station today, I also work
as a professor in Arabic language, Islam, and Biblical
culture, teaching the Bible from a Jewish and Middle Eastern
perspective. I am so grateful for all God has done in
preparing my life for His work over the past 45 years.
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Ministries International Studio, 2010
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Victory for Your Journey
Now some of these stories retold here may sound a little
“over the top”, but they are all true. As we end this chapter of
my life story, I want to leave you with fresh hope for yours.
A.W. Tozer, an influential 20th century pastor, author and
theologian, wrote that “God looks for men through whom He
can do the impossible.”
Encouraging us to not look at our limitations, failures and
faults, Tozer wrote1,
“So, I give you today the One who is everything you
need. Jesus Christ is made to us wisdom,
righteousness and power, holiness forevermore,
redemption full and sure—He is all we need.”
May you, too, be a victor in your life journey as you rest in
His promise in Psalm 32:8,
“He will instruct you and teach you in the way you
should go; He will guide you with His all-knowing eye.”
Forgive quickly, stay positive and above all, rebuke despair.
Know that tomorrow will be a better day and God is fighting
for you and your progress. Even if it takes some time to see
your dreams take shape, know that God is maintaining your
lot and He has only good plans in store for you; plus He has
the power to make them come to pass!
__________________
1

Tozer Speaks, 1994, WingSpread Publ., Camp Hill, PA
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Stay on His side and you will see the lifelong harvest of
success that will come from relying on the One who can fulfill
even your wildest dreams.
“Thanks be to God, who always leads us in triumph in
Christ, and through us diffuses the fragrance of His
knowledge in every place.” (2 Corinthians 2:14)
Blessings to you, my friend. Enjoy your journey!
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About the Author
Since 1970, Dr. Victor Khalil has worked among the people
of the Middle East and Southeast Asia where his music and
preaching have ministered to both Muslims and believers
alike. Born in Egypt, his expertise in Muslim ministry and in
the languages and culture are combined with a passionate
heart for the suffering Church.
From a beggar to a doctorate, a janitor to a professor, a
gardener to an engineer, a printing press tech to a television
show producer - God has guided Dr. Victor Khalil along a life
journey that spanned continents and took time; but today Dr.
Khalil is a professor of Arabic language, Islam, and Biblical
culture, teaching the Bible from a Jewish and Middle Eastern
perspective.
He runs a satellite station media ministry that covers 300
million Arabic speaking homes in the Middle East, North
Africa, Europe and North America.
The ministry he pioneered in Dearborn, Michigan in the
1980s continues strong today with 40-some Christian
workers remaining. The Arab American National Museum in
Dearborn set up a display to show its appreciation for Dr.
Khalil’s investment to the community.
He has been trained at the Middle East Theological
Seminary in Beirut, the American University of Beirut, the
Waterloo College in London, and he earned his Doctorate
from the International Bible Institute & Seminary in Florida.
Dr. Khalil continues to train up the next generation leaders
and has taught at William Tyndale College, the Defense
Language Institute and Biola University.
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Dr. Khalil has authored several publications including, “The
Truth of the Quran in the Light of the Bible,” “Teach Yourself
Arabic,” “To You, My Lady,” and “A Quran from Allah?”
Dr. Khalil’s next dream is to see his latest publication, The
Victor, made into a feature film so many more will be
encouraged.
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